Biodegradable, thermosensitive implant for approximating cylindrical structures: a preliminary study.
A new invention, i.e., a biodegradable, thermosensitive hybrid gel composite in the form of a thin sheet, was used as an implant inside the rat and guinea pig to test its tissue reactions, degradation, and function as a bridging agent. Tissue tractions in subcutaneous tissue, in muscle, around a peripheral nerve, and around an artery were mild. Degradation made rapid progress, starting on the third day and completed in 2-3 weeks. The hybrid gel, when wrapped around the cut ends of a peripheral nerve or an artery, functioned well as a bridging tube. In the case of the cut nerve, regenerating fascicles crept through the tube which protected them from fibrosis. In the case of the cut artery, patency of flow was maintained, and arterial wall healing was complete in 2-3 weeks. The hybrid gel composite contracted at body temperature, thus holding well to body tissues. Its biodegradable and inert nature offers the potential for future use as a tissue wrap and bridging agent.